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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE UPDATE 

AMANDA CAMPBELL-WHITE - VICE PRESIDENT (ARTS, 
HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES) 
My campaigns, policy and other work 

 

 

 

My campaigns 

Best Night Out In Progress 

Actions updated: [19/10/19] 
Matt and I hosted the first Best Night Out on the 2nd October… it was a huge success with 
roughly 70 students turning up. Created 70 sexual health bags to hand out and only had 4 left 
over. Terrence Higgins trust came and smashed their KPI of 5, they ended up doing 25 tests.  
 
Have had a meeting with Fraser, Ben Morris and Matt about BNO/I for chelms. The date is for the 
28th November! The aim is to have what we had in Cambs replicated in Chelms.   
 
After having had the meeting with the SU and Student services we basically turned around to 
Student services and said the training was too long, not relevant as its an American programme. 
They agreed and we’re now in the process of helping them create an ARU specific training for the 
Bringing in the bystander. 
 
I am in the process of writing up a paper for the Permanent Bar for Cambridge campus.  

 

Best Night In In Progress 

Actions updated: [19/10/18] 
 
Matt and I had a very successful Best Night In on the 9th October. The event activities were very 
popular (we had Mario Kart, arts and crafts, scoobies and jewellery making). If I were to do the 
event I would provide more snacks and drinks as they went within an hour of the event 
happening.  

 

Body Positivity In Progress 
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Actions updated: [19/10/18] 
 
I have created a body positivity working group on Facebook for all students who have asked to 
be actively involved in the campaign. The group has been created in order to share ideas on the 
Campaign and spark conversation.  
 
Have had a meeting with the Pole flex arts society on the campaign and their involvement in the 
Campaign. Planning a showcase for February sometime of music, arts, performances (literally 
anything!)  
 
Design work has been started for the campaign it looks sick! 

Other relevant updates 

Actions updated: 14/09/18 
 
Community project: 
Students voted on the charity they wanted their items to be donated too. My community project 
as part of Mary’s carers awareness campaign is fully up and running in Cambridge this week. Will 
be ready for Chelmsford soon! 
 
General update: 
Had our officers away day. Was a very intense and extremely useful day of active learning and 
learning how to have difficult conversations. We even created a funny element at the end of it 
which we're going t show at our staff away day! 
 
Have been attending the start of Course Rep training to meet fellow reps, which has been really 
nice getting to meet new faces.   
 
Laura and I are off to NUS Zones Conference - by the time exec is we will have been at Zones. 
Zones allow us to understand what we want to change as a student movement, begin to form 
our collective beliefs and start to take ownership of solutions. Zones is the first part towards 
National Conference Delegate.  
 
Already started planning on our disability history month with Laura and co.  
 
Have meetings in my diary various faculty people to update them on what I am doing and seeing 
what they’re doing  
 
Ran in the election for National Conference Delegate with my fellow officers. We were all 
elected!  

 


